
Level 2 Vocabulary
U1 Let's Go! U2 Pronouns U3 Food  U4 Playing U5 Rooms U6 School U7 Clothes
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U8 continuous U9 My Face U10 My Body U11 Animals U12 Farms U13 Transport U14 Jobs
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U15 My House U16 weather U17 My Routine Unit Nature Unit 19 Unit 20
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go I apple play bedroom teacher T-shirt
with You banana ball bedroom student shirt

where He like toy sleep learn wear
who She pear run kitchen desk pants

school It grapes swing stove classroom shorts
park We fruit slide cook listen buy

home They carrot have bathroom pencil shoes
shop see potato blocks sink paper socks
zoo vegetables game wash write put on

market eat fly living room backpack hat
bread drone sofa homework coat
meat kite sit give take off

is ---ing touch arms take live big/small police officer
are ---ing head shoulders dog farm ship firefighter
am ---ing face carry cat farmer boat work

bite hands talk drink fast/slow doctor
mouth fingers bird cow plane nurse
tooth hold parrot pig train help
cut leg swim ride car chef
hair knee fish goat truck baker
ear jump frog horse drive bake

smell foot rabbit feed bus pilot
nose toes turtle sheep motorcycle barber
eye kick hug chicken get on/off wait

door sunny wake up sky
window snowy brush teeth ground

open/close cold/hot eat breakfast hard/soft
wall rainy get dressed tree
floor stormy start school leaf

clean/dirty wet/dry have lunch fall
hallway windy school ends rock
stairway cloudy do homework stick
up/down blow have dinner throw

roof lightning read a book flower
yard tornado take a shower grass

inside/outside stay go to bed pick


